
Terms & Conditions of 7SEC. productized specialist services:
7SEC. BUILD BETTER
7SEC. DESIGN MATTERS
7SEC. MARKET FOCUS
7SEC. MATERIALS MATTER
7SEC. MATERIALS MATTER ANTENNA WORKSHOP
7SEC. TRADEFAIR REPORT

Subject to availability.

Work assignment:  
Omuus shall strictly perform confidentiality obligations (may be specified in a Non-Disclosure 
Agreement). 
Client will brief Omuus and provide all the relevant documents at the start of the project. Meetings 
face to face or online (Skype, QQ).
In case of change in client brief, Omuus reserves the right to update the quotation.

Deliverables: 
Omuus productized specialist services produces Tailored, Concrete and Actionable reports and 
recommendations of design specifications. It is Client’s responsibility to verify, approve and sign all 
documents prior to release for prototyping, tooling or manufacturing. Omuus accepts no liability for 
production documentation and is not liable for the end result. 

IPR: 
Omuus shall grant to the client all ownership to the tailored project results (the Project IPR) once the 
total amount of payment is done. Omuus may use 3rd party images in the deliverables and agrees to 
mark such images accordingly. Omuus does not sell copyright for 3rd party images. 

Travel:
Travel expenses and local daily allowances (defined by Finnish tax board) are charged on the basis of 
incurred  expenses. In addition, the travel time is charged 60 €/ hour + TAX  per specialist. The 
method of travel is to use the most economical option.
Overseas: in addition to previous, the method of overseas travel is to use the most economical flights 
and accommodation. +8% of admin fee will be added on top of the travel expenses.

Pricing:
Informed prices are without tax. Valid local tax to be added on the total price. Travel costs and 
potential shipping or postal costs are additional to the informed price. 
Any travel arrangements and logistic costs to be accepted in advance by Client in writing. 

Invoicing:
Total price is invoiced after the work is delivered to client. Payment period, 14 days net. Default 
interest rate of compliance with the Finnish law.
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